Household electrical & gas
Safety tips...

Electrical

Household Electrical
Safety Tips
There are about 12,500 electrical fires in
homes across the UK each year. Although
many incidents are caused by faulty
appliances rather than the electrical
installation itself, a properly installed and
well-maintained electrical system could
save lives. To try and prevent damage or
injury to persons, livestock or the property
the following tips have been put together.

Plug fuses
The common UK plug – Is generally
fitted with a 3 amp or 13 amp fuse. For
appliances up to 700 watt you need to
use a 3 amp fuse. And for appliances over
700 watt you need to use a 13 amp fuse.
Here are some common examples:
3 amp Fuse – Table lamp, standard
lamp, television, video, computer, mixer,
blender, fridge, freezer, power drill, jig
saw, soldering iron.
13 amp Fuse – Washing machine,
dishwasher, microwave, kettle, toaster,
iron.
Manufacturers have now standardised
plug fuse ratings to be either 3 amp or
13 amp. However, 5 amp fuses are still
used in some older equipment and are
available to buy.

Example of a typical
28W 2D 4PIN light fitting

General Tips
•C
 heck sockets and switches for burn
marks or damage
•D
 o not cover electric heaters with wet
clothing
•D
 o not overload sockets with
extension leads
•D
 o not use electrical equipment or
switches with wet hands
•D
 on’t bring mains-powered portable
appliances such as hairdryers, heaters
or radios into a bathroom
• An enclosed light fitting should 		
be fitted in the bathroom. (28W 		
2D 4 PIN type generally fitted in 		
our properties) - see example picture
for reference
•W
 hen hanging up pictures etc. 		
ensure nails are not hammered 		
in a position directly above, 		
below or horizontal of switches 		
or sockets. (the cables should be
routed there)
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Fuseboxes explained
Your Fusebox – the fusebox also known as
consumer unit should be easy to find. You should
make sure you know where it is in case you ever
need to turn the electricity off in an emergency. It
usually contains three things, and they are used
to control and distribute electricity around your
home. They are: The main switch; Fuses and/or
circuit breakers; and Residual Current Devices.

Testing the button every three months is
important. The device should switch off the
electricity. You should then switch it back on
to restore the electricity. Do not hold the test
button for a long period if the RCD does not trip.
If it doesn’t switch off the electricity when you
press the button, contact a qualified electrician.
(Parkway Green on 0300 111 0000)

A) Main Switch – this allows you to turn off the
electricity supply to your home. You might have
more than one mains switch, for example if your
home has electric storage heaters. In this case
you may have a separate fusebox.

C) Circuit Breakers – these are automatic
protection devices in the fusebox that switch off
a circuit if they detect a fault. They are similar in
size to fuses, but give more precise protection.
When they ‘trip’, you can simply reset the switch.
But make sure you correct the fault first.

B) Residual Current Devices (RCD) – these
are switches that trip a circuit under dangerous
conditions, and instantly disconnect the electricity.
If your home has one or more RCD, test them
regularly. Just follow the instruction label, which
you should find near to the RCD. It should read as
follows:
“This installation, or part of it, is protected by
a device which automatically switches off the
supply if an earth fault develops. Test every three
months by pressing the button marked ‘T’ or
‘Test’.”

Fuses – rewirable fuses have a piece of special
fuse wire running between two screws. When a
fault or overload current flows through the fuse
wire, it will become hot and melt. The melted fuse
breaks the circuit, disconnecting the faulty circuit
and keeping you safe.
If your fusebox has a wooden back, cast iron
switches or a mixture of fuses it is likely that it
dates back to before the 1960s and will need to
be replaced.

Information on caring for
your fire or fireplace
Your safety is our priority.
Your electric fire is fitted with
an automatic thermal cut out
to reduce the risk of damage in
the event of abnormal operation
eg: if covered or jammed
with foreign object or if there
is a build up of lint and dust
inside the fire. In the event of
overheating the appliance will
then turn itself off.

1.
Unplug the fire – and wait 15 minutes
to cool down. Then remove the cause
of the overheating. This may require the
fire to be cleaned to remove a build up of
dust or removal of an object.

2.
Once the cause for overheating has
been removed – switch on the fire to
resume normal operation. If the heater
will not operate, disconnect and seek
expert advice. Call Parkway Green on
0300 111 0000 and our contact centre
will put you through to the manufacturer.
Do not attempt to keep re-setting the
safety device as this will cause
potential damage and overheating
leading to serious internal
damage to the fire.

Fires
If you require further information
or technical assistance with your
electric fire:

Call:

Willow Park:
0800 633 5500
Parkway Green:
0300 111 0000

Email:

customerenquiries@wchg.org.uk

Website:

www.wchg.org.uk

CAUTION: ALWAYS SWITCH OFF THE FIRE & ALLOW TO COOL
BEFORE DOING ANY CLEANING OR MAINTENANCE

Helpful information
on gas safety on your holiday

BE GAS SAFE ON HOLIDAY
How safe your holiday accommodation is might be the last
thing on your mind but poorly maintained, badly installed and
faulty gas appliances can leak poisonous carbon monoxide.
Don’t let your summer break turn into a holiday hell, use these
top tips to keep you and your family gas safe on holiday.

Gas
Tip 1:

Always take an audible carbon monoxide alarm on holiday. Remember to
remove batteries on any flights.

Tip 2:

Check gas appliances in your accommodation for warning signs such as lazy
luminous yellow flames instead of sharp blue flames or black marks or stains
around the appliance.

Tip 3:

Remember the six main symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning - headaches,
dizziness, nausea, breathlessness, collapse and loss of consciousness.

Tip 4:

For UK holiday homes check gas appliances have been maintained and have
had an annual gas safety check by a Gas Safe registered engineer.
GAS SAFE REGISTER TM IS THE HALLMARK FOR GAS SAFETY IN GREAT BRITAIN
AND THE ISLE OF MAN. BY LAW ONLY GAS SAFE REGISTERED ENGINEERS
SHOULD CARRY OUT WORK ON GAS APPLIANCES IN YOUR PROPERTY.

						

GasSafeRegister.co.uk

0800 408 5500

Willow Park:
0800 633 5500

Parkway Green:
0300 111 0000

www.wchg.org.uk

